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Abstract-In speckle-tracking-based myocardial strain imaging, large interframe/volume peak-systolic strains cause peak hopping artifacts separating the highest correlation coefficient peak from the true peak. A correlation coefficient filter was previously designed to minimize peak hopping artifacts. For large strains, however, the correlation coefficient filter must follow the strain distribution to remove peak hopping effectively. This processing usually means interpolation and high computational load. To reduce the computational burden, a narrow band approximation using phase rotation is developed in this paper to facilitate correlation coefficient filtering. Correlation coefficients are first phase rotated to increase coherence, then filtered. Rotated phase angles are determined by the local strain and spatial position. This form of correlation coefficient filtering enhances true correlation coefficient peaks in large strain applications if decorrelation due to deformation does not completely destroy the coherence among neighboring correlation coefficients. The assumed strain used in the filter can also deviate from the true strain and still be effective. Further improvement in displacement estimation can be expected by combining correlation coefficient filtering with a new Viterbi-based displacement estimator.
i. introduction t issue velocity imaging (tVi) [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] and strain rate imaging (sri) [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] based on tissue doppler measurements are 2 primary echocardiographic techniques to detect abnormalities in myocardial contractility. Both exhibit limited sensitivity and spatial resolution, however, because very small deformations must be used to avoid aliasing artifacts. to overcome this problem, multidimensional speckle tracking using rf data has been proposed [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] . Multidimensional displacements are first estimated from 2 consecutive rf image frames. in this procedure, real rf signals are transformed into complex analytic signals, and then a multidimensional kernel in the first image is correlated to speckle over a search region in the second image to estimate the displacement vector between images at the position of the kernel in the first image. accurate subpixel axial displacement estimates are obtained using the phase-zero crossing of the complex correlation coefficient in the region of peak correlation.
Multidimensional speckle tracking can overcome many of the limitations of doppler-based techniques [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] , [30] [31] [32] , [35] , [37] . Much larger interframe strains can be processed, resulting in more accurate and precise strain estimates. at conventional frame rates, however, interframe strains at peak systole can still be large enough to induce significant interframe speckle decorrelation. for real-time 3-d data acquisition (i.e., 4-d echocardiography), in which displacement decorrelation due to out-ofplane motion is eliminated, interframe strain magnitudes at peak systole can still produce significant decorrelation at frame rates less than 100 frames per second, as typically used by the current generation of clinical scanners such as the Philips ie33/iu22 (Philips Medical systems, Bothell, Wa). indeed, intervolume strains as high as 10% can be encountered at peak systole, producing significant peak-hopping artifacts.
Peak hopping refers to the phenomenon in which the nominal correlation coefficient peak is separated from the true peak by an interval representing an integer multiple of the rf carrier period. When used with high interframe strains, multidimensional speckle-tracking algorithms must be adjusted to suppress peak hopping. in [40] , correlation coefficient filtering at the same lag was introduced to minimize peak-hopping artifacts at the slight expense of spatial resolution. this processing greatly improves displacement maps at low strain values. at high strain values, however, filtering at constant lag (i.e., vertical filter in correlation space) cannot remove most peak hopping artifacts because the local similarity of the correlation coefficients at the same lag is broken.
in previous papers [41] , [42] , we analyzed displacement estimation error and presented a 1-d slant filter (i.e., correlation coefficient filter applied along a line tilted in correlation space) to minimize peak hopping artifacts significantly in regions of high strain magnitude. although the slant filter is highly effective, interpolation during correlation coefficient filtering significantly increases computational burden. Moreover, when the slant correlation coefficient filter is extended to multidimensional speckle tracking, filtering on multiple lag dimensions greatly increases complexity. therefore, a narrow band approximation, phase rotation, is introduced and applied to speckle tracking in this paper. We present the algorithm in section ii and describe simulations used to test it in section iii. results are presented in section iV, and we conclude with a discussion of the results in section V.
ii. Methods to calculate the correlation coefficient at every pixel, a correlation kernel with extent approximately equal to one speckle around the selected pixel in the predeformed image is defined and then correlated with the postdeformed complex image. the cross correlation coefficient ρ mn (l,k) pixel (m,n) with lag (l,k) is calculated by (1) (see above) as described in [36] , where K and L are the kernel extents in 2 dimensions, respectively; W ij is the weight within the correlation kernel; x(m,n) is the complex predeformed analytic signal at pixel (m,n); and y(m,n) is the complex postdeformed analytic signal at pixel (m,n).
to improve signal-to-noise ratio and reduce peak-hopping artifacts during cross-correlation coefficient computation, 2-d cross-correlation coefficients are filtered as
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where {F ij } is the unity gain coefficient of the correlation filter, and I and J are the filter extents in 2 dimensions.
calculation and filtering of 2-d correlation coefficients can be extended to 3-d as shown in [36] . However, for simplicity, in this paper we first discuss 1-d applications to develop the algorithm and then extend it to 2-d. future extension to 3-d should be straightforward. the 1-d displacement of a pixel as a function of time under constant strain can be formulated as:
where τ d is the displacement at time t (depth d = ct/2, where c is the speed of sound), t is the propagation time (depth), τ 0 is the common displacement (translation), and ε is the strain. for discrete signals, the 1-d correlation coefficient ρ n (l) at time n with lag l is written as: 
the original correlation coefficient filter in [40] is presented as
where n is the nth pixel of the correlation coefficient, W i is the weight within the correlation kernel, M is the extent of the cross correlation coefficient filter, h is the cross correlation coefficient filter, ρ is the unfiltered correlation coefficient, and r is the filtered correlation coefficient.
the filter is along the space/time direction but with constant lag. However, to maintain coherence for correlation-coefficient filtering, the filter should not be applied along a vertical line, but rather along a line matching the local strain. to illustrate this point, we present the magnitude and phase of the complex correlation coefficients for the 1-d simulation described in the next section, as a function of depth (vertical) and lag/displacement (horizontal) in fig. 1 . a vertical filter is depicted by the blue (vertical) line and a slant filter by the red (slanted) line. clearly, a slant filter better maintains coherence across the filter dimension.
that is, the correlation-coefficient filtering now takes the form
where M is the extent of the correlation filter. Because correlation-coefficient filtering is along the distribution of strain, it is called the slant filter.
interpolation is needed because εm is usually not an integer number. this increases the computational burden. a possible simplification can be obtained if the analytical signal can be represented as a narrow band approximation.
where ω is the central frequency of the ultrasound signal, Δt is the sampling time interval, and A n (lΔt) is the envelope of the cross-correlation function at the nth pixel. 
introducing (7) into (6), (6) is modified as 
as shown fig. 1(a) , A n+m (εm + l) is the amplitude of the cross-correlation coefficient. in regions around real peaks of the cross-correlation coefficient, A n+m (εm + l) can be approximated as A n+m (l); thus, the equation can be furthered simplified as 
as shown in (9), the slant correlation coefficient filter is approximated as a vertical correlation coefficient filter, in which the lag of the correlation coefficients is constant, after multiplying correlation coefficients at the same displacement with a phasor determined by the applied strain and the location of the correlation kernel. this procedure is similar to phase rotation in beamforming [43] , and rotated signals are phase coherent. it is called "tilt filter" in this paper to differentiate it from slant filter in [41] , and the original correlation-coefficient filtering process in [40] is called "filter" or "vertical filter" for simplicity.
the tilt filter technique can be extended to both 2 and 3 dimensions. in 2-d applications, vertical cross correlation coefficient filtering is where m 0 is in the lateral direction of the ultrasound beam, n 0 is in the axial direction of the ultrasound beam, M is the lateral extent of correlation-coefficient filtering, N is the axial extent of correlation-coefficient filtering, m is the axial shift of correlation-coefficient filtering, and n is the lateral shift of correlation-coefficient filtering. a general deformation in either 2 or 3 dimensions has both normal and shear components. Because spatial frequencies in the axial direction are so much higher than those in either lateral or elevational directions [44] , decorrelation is dominated by the partial derivatives of the axial displacement with respect to all directions, where the displacement vector v = (u,v,w) and the propagation direction is along the y (v) axis. in 2-d, this means the partial derivative of the axial displacement v with respect to the lateral direction x (ε 1 = ∂v/∂x) and the partial derivative of the axial displacement v with respect to the axial direction y (ε 2 = ∂v/∂y) are the primary sources of decorrelation. in 3-d, the partial derivative of the axial displacement with respect to the elevational displacement must also be considered. note that only the axial term in the symmetric shear strain [ε xy = 1/2(∂u/∂y + ∂v/∂x)] contributes significantly to decorrelation. this means that rotations as well as deformations can produce decorrelation through the same mechanism. using these definitions and the approximation that decorrelation is produced only by spatial variations in the axial displacement, tilt filtering in 2-d becomes: ˆ(, ) where Δt x and Δt y are the lateral and axial sampling distances, respectively; ε 1 = ∂v/∂x and ε 2 = ∂v/∂y are the partial derivatives of the axial displacement with respect to lateral and axial directions, respectively; and ω c is the central frequency of the ultrasound signal in the axial direction.
note that Δt x is usually much greater than Δt y , and the spatial extent of the correlation kernel and filter are significantly larger in the lateral direction. this means that an equal displacement gradient across the beam direction produces significantly more decorrelation than that along the beam direction, and tilt filtering in the lateral direction becomes more important than tilt filtering in the axial direction.
iii. simulations
A. 1-D Simulation
1-d simulations were first designed to verify the algorithm. Point scatterers were randomly distributed along a 4 cm distance. a pulse with 5 MHz central frequency and 50% fractional bandwidth was convolved with the scatterers to generate a predeformed rf signal. scatterers were then compressed and a postdeformed rf signal was generated. White noise was added to both rf signals with an snr of 40 dB. four different constant strains, −7, −8, −9, and −10%, were used for compression. rf signals were sampled at a 20 MHz rate. in the correlation calculation, the kernel was selected as one speckle size of the rf signal, or approximately 0.41 mm, and the correlation filter length was chosen as 3 times the speckle size, or approximately 1.21 mm.
complex correlation coefficients at the same depth are all multiplied with the phasor defined in (9) , where a strain value must be assumed before phase rotation. in this application, we first applied the simulated strain value and then varied the assumed strain to test the robustness of tilt filtering.
to show the performance of the tilt filter, for each strain value, the simulation was repeated for 200 iterations, in which both vertical filtering and tilt filtering were applied. the estimated displacement at a sample volume was compared with the actual displacement. a peak-hopping artifact was identified if the difference in time between estimated and actual displacements is larger than 2 counts of the sampling period.
B. 2-D simulation
a simplified 2-d model simulating a hard inclusion in a soft medium presented in [45] was used to predict lateral and axial displacement according to the following equations. 
and Q(r) is defined as
where r is the distance between a sample volume and the center of the coordinate system, and r x y = + 2 2 ; P is a deformation scalar related to the magnitude of the applied force; R is the radius of the hard inclusion centered in the medium; K is the ratio of the young's modulus of the hard inclusion to that of the background soft medium; and u and v are the lateral and axial displacements, respectively, for r ≤ R, u = [2/(1
the medium is 40 mm × 40 mm, where a 10 mm diameter inclusion 6 times harder than the background medium (K = 6) was located at the center. scatterers were distributed uniformly (with density of 0.75 scatterers per sample interval), and their amplitudes obey a rayleigh distribution to generate a fully developed speckle pattern [46] . a point spread function with a 5 MHz central frequency, 0.25 mm axial full-width-half-maximum (fWHM), and 0.5 mm lateral fWHM was convolved with the scatterer distribution to generate predeformation and postdeformation ultrasound rf fields corresponding to scatterer locations before and after deformation. simulated lateral and axial displacements are shown in fig. 2 , and corresponding ε 1 and ε 2 strain distributions are shown in fig. 3 for an average strain of −8%. a correlation kernel 0.42 mm axially by 1.5 mm laterally, slightly larger than one speckle spot, was used to calculate correlation coefficients. the correlation coefficient filter was 0.84 mm axially by 2.1 mm laterally, representing about 2 speckle spots.
correlation coefficients were multiplied with the phasor defined in (11) according to the local derivatives of axial displacement with respect to axial and lateral dimensions. integer displacements were estimated based on the locations of peak values of filtered/tilt filtered correlation coefficients. these coarse measures were further refined using a lateral synthetic phase algorithm on both filtered and tilt-filtered correlation coefficients to estimate axial and lateral displacements concurrently [45] . similarly, strain components with respect to axial displacement were calculated based on estimated displacements from vertical and tilt filtering.
iV. results the amplitude and phase of correlation coefficients for the 1-d simulation are presented in fig. 1 for an applied strain of −7%. again, the blue line is the direction of the vertical correlation coefficient filter and the red line is the direction of the slant-correlation-coefficient filter. these same data are presented in fig. 4 , but with phase rotation applied according to (8) assuming −7% strain. clearly, the phase of the correlation coefficient is locally aligned so that a vertical filter will highlight regions of strong correlation.
the correlation coefficients in figs. 1 and 4 were filtered using a vertical correlation filter. fig. 5 presents results without phase rotation of fig. 1, and fig. 6 presents equivalent results with phase rotation. as expected, tilt filtering greatly enhances regions of high correlation in this high strain case.
estimated displacements for the 1-d simulation at −7% strain using tilt filtering, shown in fig. 7(a) , are compared with those using vertical filtering, shown in fig.  7 (b). Peak hopping is eliminated for tilt filtering with the correct strain value. However, vertical filtering produces significant peak hopping artifacts because the small strain assumption of [40] is violated.
in fig. 8 , we present examples of estimated results at different large strain values ranging from −7% to −10% using the correct strain value for tilt filtering. the ratio of peak-hopping artifacts to total results is summarized for all 1-d simulations in table i. note that at −9% strains, significant peak-hopping artifacts appear even for tilt filtering. nevertheless, peak hopping is greatly reduced at all strain levels for tilt filtering compared with vertical filtering.
estimated displacements for the 2-d simulation using only vertical filtering are shown in figs. 9(a) and (b). relating the results to the simulated strain distribution, peak-hopping errors dominate in regions with high ε 1 (∂v/∂x) and ε 2 (∂v/∂y), which are localized at ±45 degree, ±135 degree corners of the inclusion. estimated displacements using tilt filtering are shown in figs. 9 (c) and (d). assumed strains for filtering were the actual strains at each pixel. Peak-hopping errors are almost completely eliminated for tilt filtering, except for a few points in the high-strain corner positions. Here, the absolute value of the correlation coefficient is very low due to the high strains. consequently, filtering, even tilt filtering, is still subject to peak hopping because the absolute value of the correlation coefficient remains low after filtering. following displacement estimation, strains were obtained from derivatives of the displacements using a least squares fitting method [47] . the strain components estimated from the results of vertical filtering are shown in figs. 10(a) and (b), and strain values estimated from the results of tilt filtering are shown in figs. 10(c) and (d). clearly, significant peak-hopping artifacts dominate vertical filtered results. in contrast, tilt filtering produces much more stable results except in small regions with low absolute correlation coefficients located at the ±45 degree and ±135 degree corners of the inclusion.
although the primary objective of the tilt-correlationcoefficient filter is to eliminate peak hopping at extremely high strains, we also observed that the snr of lateral displacement estimates improved over a wide range of applied strains. for example, in low strain regions of fig. 9 without peak-hopping artifacts, the snr of estimated lateral displacements clearly improved with tilt filtering. to further demonstrate this effect, 3 simulations with average applied strains of −0.5, −1, and −2% were performed using the same model as section ii. estimated lateral displacements results using vertical filtering and tilt filtering are contrasted in fig. 11 . the snr improvement (table  ii) is calculated as the ratio of the average estimated variance over the entire image field for vertical filtering to the estimated variance for tilt filtering. tilt filtering improves lateral displacement estimation primarily because coherence is better preserved across the filter dimension. this means the 2nd moment of the filtered-correlationcoefficient function is smaller in the lateral direction. the smaller the 2nd moment is, the smaller the variance because lateral displacement is usually estimated by parabolic fitting on the correlation coefficient function. fig. 9 . the estimated (a) lateral displacement and (b) axial displacement using filtered speckle tracking, and the estimated (c) lateral displacement and (d) axial displacement using tilt-filtered speckle tracking.
V. discussion and conclusion
Vertical filtering in correlation space can increase contrast near the peak correlation coefficient at low strains. at high strains, however, contrast is actually lost because phase coherence is not maintained across the filter. in contrast, tilt filtering rotates the phase of the correlation coefficient function before filtering to maintain coherence over the filter dimension. tilt filtering approximates the coherent sum over correlation coefficients assuming that correlation coefficients corresponding to peak-hopping artifacts do not have neighboring coherent correlation coefficients.
Peak values of tilt-filtered correlation coefficients are usually lower than those of unfiltered ones, but the contrast in tilt-filtered correlation coefficients at real displacements is usually enhanced compared with that at peak hops. for large strain applications, vertical-filtered correlation coefficients are distorted, producing significant peak-hopping artifacts. as the results presented in figs. 5 and 6 clearly show, tilt filtering can greatly increase contrast in the correlation-coefficient function at strains where vertical filtering actually reduces contrast compared with unfiltered results. speckle can decorrelate due to electronic noise, displacements out of the image line/plane (not significant for 3-d tracking), deformations, and rotations. in the present study, we have only considered decorrelation due to deformations. We note, however, that variations in the axial displacement across the beam direction due to deformations in 2-d simulations are equivalent to variations in the axial displacement across the beam direction due to rotations of the same magnitude. in deformation-limited speckle tracking, the main source of decorrelation is the redistribution of ultrasonic scatterers within the resolution cell due to the deformation.
to explore the strain limits of tilt filtering, we have developed a simple decorrelation model. if a large deformation produces significant decorrelation within the resolution cell itself, than no amount of filtering will restore full coherence to the correlation coefficient function. for 1376 ieee transactions on ultrasonics, ferroelectrics, and frequency control, vol. 56, no. 7, july 2009 fig. 10 . estimated strain distribution of (a) ε 1 = (dv/dx), and (b) ε 2 = (dv/dy) using nontilt filter, where dv means axial displacement between adjacent sample volumes, dx means lateral distance between adjacent sample volumes, and dy means axial distance between adjacent sample volumes. estimated (c) strain distribution of ε 1 = (dv/dx) and (d) ε 2 = (dv/dy) using tilt filter.
the 1-d case, the model assumes pure deformation without bulk translation. to simplify the problem, the incident pulse is formulated in continuous time as p t e
, with uniform amplitude, linear phase, and limited pulse length T representing one speckle length. the incident pulse is convolved with a reflector function σ(t) to generate the received signal s (t) . the direction of deformation is parallel to wave propagation so the only strain component is the normal strain with respect to axial displacement. assuming the strain is ε, the predeformed received signal is 
( )
the cross-correlation coefficient is calculated in continuous time as
and the peak cross-correlation coefficient appears at τ = 0. therefore, the peak value of the cross-correlation coefficient versus normal strain can be estimated using this equation. if the fractional bandwidth of the emitted ultrasound signal is 50%, one speckle would extend 2 cycles of the carrier frequency. the peak value of the cross-correlation coefficient is estimated as sinc(2πε) according to (18) , and it is presented as a function of normal strain and shown as the blue solid line in fig. 12 . similar decorrelation models were published in [48] and [49] . a sinc decorrelation function is also shown in [48] and compares reasonably well with experimental and simulated results.
similarly, decorrelation in 2-d can be analyzed by looking at changes in speckle patterns due both to axial normal strain (i.e., ε 2 ), and gradients in the axial displacement perpendicular to the propagation direction (i.e., ε 1 or axial shear strain). along the beam direction, (18) still applies. across the beam direction, considering plane wave propagation in the far field, the wavefront travels an interval t in time on one side and 2ε 1 t more on the other side because of the 2-way roundtrip of ultrasound wave propagation. a simple approximation leads to the same form laterally as (17) considering the beam to be of constant amplitude over a width determined by the product of the wavelength and the f/number of the imaging aperture. the integration extent in the lateral equivalent of (16) . for a system with an f/ number of 2, the peak value in (18) is ρ(0) = sinc(2ε × 2 × 2π)/2 = sinc(4πε 1 ). the peak cross-correlation coefficient versus ε 1 is shown as the red dash line in fig. 12 . note that this function decorrelates faster, even for a highquality f/2 imaging system. in clinical applications, especially in echocardiography, much higher f/numbers are usually used resulting in significantly higher decorrelation due to ε 1 (and rotations producing equivalent ε 1 ) rather than ε 2 .
in real 2-d applications, decorrelation is worse than both curves in figs. 12(a) and (b) because the cross correlation is calculated throughout the whole speckle spot instead of just in axial or lateral directions. decorrelation is closely related to peak hopping. for example, in the 2-d simulation presented here, both ε 1 and ε 2 were large at the ±45 degree, ±135 degree corners of the inclusion, resulting in significant decorrelation and peak-hopping artifacts. fig. 13 presents results of the 1-d simulation at strains of −12% and −15% before any filtering. note that the magnitudes of the correlation coefficient are greatly distorted at these high strain values-the tilted constant strain curve is hard to identify in the amplitude plots. no form of filtering will uniformly eliminate potential peakhopping artifacts in this case. it is interesting to note, however, that the tilted constant strain curve is still apparent in the phase plots. rotation by the correct phase tilt still produces vertical phase curves in the region of true displacements. consequently, if the approximate position of the correlation peak can be estimated by other means, then the displacement can still be accurately estimated using the phase zero-crossing method. this possibility is explored in a subsequent publication. a strain value must be assumed before tilt filtering; however, the strain value is unknown unless some other information can be used to estimate local displacements. as a simple test of tilt filtering robustness to errors in the strain estimate, we repeated the 1-d simulation for values of the assumed strain not equal to the actual strain. four plots in fig. 14 show estimated displacements when the real strain is −7% but the assumptions are −4, −6, −8, and −10%, respectively, in fig. 14(a)-(d) . even if the assumed strain does not equal the real strain, displacement estimation is still better than assuming no strain (i.e., vertical filtering; compare with fig. 7 ). also, note that overassumption is better than underassumption in our simulation of compression. the reason is that in tilt filtering, the phase is rotated but the amplitude is not. for compression, the correlation coefficient with overassumed strain (i.e., assumed strain magnitude greater than the actual strain magnitude) is more coherent than that with underassumed strain. furthermore, it is reasonable that underassumed strain (i.e., assumed strain magnitude less than the actual strain magnitude) works better in the simulation of expansion. for precise estimation, an iterative process is needed to refine the assumed strain at each step of tilt filtering using the estimated displacement of the previous step. a practical concern for this iterative process is estimating the initial strain value. Presumably, initial strain guesses must be obtained from displacement estimates using either unfiltered or vertically filtered correlation coefficients. our group has developed a displacement estimator based on Viterbi processing of unfiltered correlation coefficients to estimate local displacements [50] to have reasonable initial guesses needed to seed an iterative tiltfiltering algorithm properly. in summary, to eliminate peak-hopping errors during large strain estimation, a correlation-coefficient filter matching the strain distribution was presented. it uses the phase coherence between neighboring correlation coefficients and thereby improves the accuracy and precision of displacement estimation. this algorithm is restricted by decorrelation due to deformation. the assumed initial strain does not need to equal the real strain, and an iterative approach can be used to improve calculated strains where the displacements from one iteration are used to compute the assumed strains for the next iteration. He is currently a postdoctoral research fellow in the department of Bioengineering at the university of Washington. His research interests include ultrasound elasticity imaging, signal processing, and image processing.
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